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Future Directions for 
Educational Achievement and 
Ability Testing 
Nancy S. Cole 
University of Pittsburgh 
Forecasting future directions is at best a risky business. Few can claim to see 
with confidence the shape of things to come. In addition, the issues related to the 
future directions of educational achievement and ability testing are broad and 
numerous. They range from such important, but difficult to forecast , areas as the 
national mood toward education and educational accountability, legislation and 
the political arena, and court rulings to theoretical and technological advances . 
However, instead of providing a survey of possible futures resulting from these 
diverse and numerous potential influences, this chapter focuses on two areas of 
overriding importance in considering these future directions . The two areas to be 
addressed are: (a) the evolving conceptual understanding of the nature of the 
achievement and ability constructs, and (b) the opportunities afforded by ad-
vances in computer technology . 
The chapter begins with a brief review of the current status of such testing to 
establish a context for the consideration of these two central issues and their 
implications for the future. It then turns, first, to the conceptual directions likely 
to evolve from changes in the familiar ability and achievement constructs and, 
second, to some of the implications of computer technology for testing in the 
future. 
CURRENT STATUS OF ACHIEVEMENT AND ABILITY 
TESTING 
A Recent Period of Criticism 
To examine the current status of educational testing , it is necessary to recognize 
that the period from the late 1960s through the 1970s was a time of intense 
criticism of standardized testing . During this period of increased social aware-
ness, test score differences between groups were attributed quickly to bias in 
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tests, particularl y when the major alternative explanation under debate was he-
reditary differences in intelligence between groups (Jensen, 1969) . Access to 
education and appropriate employment for minority applicants was one major 
objective of the civil rights movement and often tests were viewed as tools which 
stood in the way of such access. The courts were asked to judge the appropri-
ateness of tests and test use and tests became central in several court rulings. 
When the concern with citizen rights made its way into the market place and the 
consumer movement began in earnest , the result was calls for " truth in testing, " 
which was implemented in some states basically as a requirement for periodic 
public disclosure of the content of major tests . 
As this time of criticism blossomed , testing spec iali sts were in the forefront 
both critic izing and defending tests in the public and profess ional literature and 
seeking ways to improve them. Measurement specialists began to examine with a 
new seriousness the poss ibility of test bias. The professional literature contains 
hundreds of studies conducted during this period (e .g . , see Cole, 198 1, 1983) 
which address technical approaches and substantive issues of bias. It became 
common for manuals of educational tests to routinely address the issue of bias. 
More measurement profess ionals began to disassociate themselves from argu-
ments that test score differences necessarily refl ect hereditary differences and in 
so doing emphas ized with new vigor the effects of educationally related experi-
ence on educational ability tests. In addition , many test developers began to 
adopt a more critical view of their tests in preparation for disclosure and other 
forms of public scrutiny- to view them as an interested public might- and in so 
doing discovered a number of small ways of improving test content. 
This period of criticism perhaps ended about the time of the 1982 National 
Academy of Sciences's Committee on the Ability Testing report (Wigdor & 
Garner, 1982), which provided a broad survey of the social context of testing and 
concluded with both criticisms and endorsements of ability test use. In addition 
to a number of specific recommendations, the Committee noted several broad 
limitations of tests: 
Although a well -developed test can be a reasonable good predictor of the perfor-
mance of people in the aggregate , it may be a poor predictor of the performance of 
any particular individual. 
Ability tests do not measure many things that are important to performance in 
school and at work. 
The re lative immaturity o f theories of cognition places signi fcant limits on the 
explanation of abilities that can be derived from test results (p. 237) . 
The Committee described its general view as a "call for balance" : 
By emphasizing the limitations o f tests we mean to counteract the widespread 
tendency to look to ability tes ts as a panacea for deep-seated soc ial ills; and by 
discuss ing testing in the context of soc ial deve lopments that far transcend it in 
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importance or effect, we hope to counter the equally prevalent tendency to use tests 
as a scapegoat for society' s ills (p. 236). 
Renewed Demands for Tests 
Long before the period of criticism had run its course, there were trends in 
counter directions. "Back to the basics" became a rallying cry, particularly for 
elementary education , both as the focus of federally financed compensatory 
programs and in response to a growing public concern about educational quality. 
The more test scores declined, the more demand there was for testing as a 
method of educational accountability. The move to evaluate programs encour-
aged the development of tests designed for such purposes, and there arose a 
special concern to have tests directed more specifically to the particular curricu-
lum in question. Criterion referenced tests (CRTs) became popular basically as 
tests referenced to a set of specific educational objectives. The minimum compe-
tency testing movement gained force with several states adopting statewide tests 
prior to high school graduation ; although among testing professionals the move-
ment had its critics (e. g . , Madaus & McDonagh, 1979) as well as its defenders 
(e.g., Lerner, 1981). Test use in the schools continued at a high level apparently 
little affected by the period of criticism noted above. Houts (1975) estimated that 
students received from six to twelve full batteries of achievement tests during 
their school years. Anderson (1982) noted that such a high level of testing 
continues and is only a part of the total school testing program of most school 
districts. 
Current Practice 
Although educational ach ievement and ability tests appear to be on the brink of 
major types of change, current practice is notably similar to testing in previous 
decades in terms of the types of items and the methods of administration. By far 
the largest amount of commercially prepared standardized educational testing is 
in a paper-and-pencil, mUltiple choice, group-adm inistered form. School a-
chievement batteries continue to cover the same general areas (reading , mathe-
matics , language, social studies, science) and report norm-referenced scores. A 
major alteration from past decades is the addition of score reporting in terms of 
item clusters tied to particular educational objectives. 
School group abi lity tests continue to focus on verbal and quantitative areas, 
featuring changes in name in an effort to discourage the hereditary interpretations 
often assoc iated with terms such as intelligence and aptitude. Individual intel-
ligence tests are being updated after being challenged in the courts for out-of-date 
and biased content but focus on the same features of language, reasoning , and 
general knowledge as before. 
Admissions testing continues to feature verbal and quantitative ski ll s in the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) of the College Board, the Graduate Record 
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Examination (GRE), the Law School Admiss ions Test (LSAT), and the Graduate 
Management Admissions Test (GMAT). The American College Test (ACT) 
which is organized instead around high school subject (i .e., Engli sh , mathemat-
ics, social studies, and natural science) remains an exception as do several 
attempts to expand and redefine in directions of analytical reasoning (GRE, 
LSA T)and more realistic contexts (Medical College Admiss ions Test). 
Two areas currently receiving renewed attention are writing and reason-
ing/problem-solving. Concern among the lay public with the writing skill of 
students has arisen anew. Profess ional study of writing and how to teach it is 
active. Development of writing assessment procedures has been spurred by work 
on the National Assessment of Educational Progress and reports from the results 
of NAEP assessments has further stimulated concern . An optional writing sam-
ple has been returned to the SAT; many states mention writing skill s much more 
directl y as educational goals with some requiring written products from students 
in statewide assessments. 
Renewed concern with reasoning and problem solving has also become preva-
lent. College, graduate, and profess ional school faculty frequently name reason-
ing sk ill as an area of defic iency in students and are sympathetic to attempts to 
include such skills in admissions assessment. Cognitive psychologists have been 
centrall y interested in the cognitive processes of reasoning and problem solving 
and their attention has furthered thi s area as well . 
Thus, although technological advances and concerns about the nature of the 
constructs being mesured are both increasing, current practice continues pri -
maril y as in the past. The economy and effi ciency of multiple-choice group 
testing with machine scorable answer sheets makes it quite resistant to change . 
To replace it , any new assessment procedure must not only be educationally 
useful but also be practical, economic, and effi c ient. The time may be near when 
new computer technology will make poss ible those practical, economic, and 
effic ient replacement methods. Although the tendency may be to transfer old 
constructs to the new methodology, this period of pending change begs as well 
for a reexamination of the famili ar constructs. The remainder of this paper is 
devoted to a discussion of future conceptual and technical directions and some of 
the aspects that need to be reexamined. 
CONCEPTUAL DIRECTIONS- TH E NATURE OF 
ACH IEVEMENT AND ABILITY 
The Tradit ional Achi evement Construct 
Traditionally the notion of achievement has been linked closely to the school 
curriculum . Achievement is expected in areas in which there has been instruction 
and , commonly, the content of instruction is used to determine areas of achieve-
ment to be assessed. Also, the names of areas of study are used to name the 
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achievement tests. Teacher-made tests in schools are prototypical achievement 
tests and practically all standardized achievement tests justify their content on the 
basis of addressing common elements in a school curriculum. 
Historically, achievement testing has been the concern primarily of measure-
ment specialists with backgrounds in education , as opposed to psychology, and 
the definition of achievement has been closely linked, as noted, to educational 
goals rather than to psychological constructs . E. F . Lindquist and his colleagues 
and students, such as Robert Ebel, advanced one line of educational thought in 
which achievement of understanding of content areas and the application of that 
understanding to new contexts and to the solution of problems was the primary 
educational goal as well as the primary target of educational measurement (Ebel, 
1974; Lindquist, 1951) . Similar lines, sti ll from the educational perspective, 
produced schemas such as Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives 
as a blueprint for both educational goals and educational tests. 
When achievement assessment is tied so closely to educational goals, its 
nature is subject to change as society's educational goals change . With the back-
to-the-basics philosophy of the 1970s and with public attention primarily at the 
elementary school level, emphasis on shorter-term and often behavioral objec-
tives in the classroom and in achievement testing became prominent. Criterion-
referenced testing has been the popular term associated with such testing. During 
this period both the educational goals and the assessment became more specific 
and more directly tied to what was being taught in relatively short instructional 
periods. However, both the broader view of achievement with concern for under-
standing and application of knowledge and the more recent narrow one in terms 
of very specific instructional objectives have been viewed as extens ions of edu-
cational goals (Haertel & Calfee, 1983) and have been largely unencumbered by 
elaborate theory. 
The Traditional Ability Construct 
In contrast to achievement, the notion of abi lity has a more complex history 
involving psychologists more than educators and closely tied to the concept of 
intelligence . The popular early notion of intelligence was as an innate, genera l 
cognitive abi lity . The development of the construct has centered around two 
primary issues: (I) the issue of intelligence as one general cognit ive ability 
versus several general abilities versus many highly specific ab ilities, and (2) the 
issue of the extent to which intelligence is inherited. 
Modern theories of intelligence began in the late- 19th century with British 
writers who tended to view intelligence as predominantly unitary- a single or a 
very few general abilities. Later, theorists elaborated separate factors. Thurstone 
(1938) identified seven primary mental abi lities: verbal comprehension , word 
fluency, number , reasoning, spatial visuali zation , perception speed , and memo-
ry. Guilford (1967) , perhaps the most extreme of the multiple factor theorists, 
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identified 120 separate ability factors in hi s structure of the inte llect by cross ing 
five operations by six products by four contents . Horn (1968) and Catte ll ( 1971) 
proposed subdividing the general construct into crystallized inte lligence (infor-
mation-based and developed through environmental influences) and fluid inte l-
ligence (abstract and general and thought to be innate) . 
From a more educational perspective came definitions such as Thorndike's 
(1 9 11) definition of intelligence as the ability to learn. Early stimulus-response 
(S-R) theorists saw intelligence as resulting from a build up of S-R bonds . From 
this trend Gagne (1970) proposed a hierarchical theory of eight kinds of learning 
from simple Pavlovian conditioning to rule learning and problem solving . 
Many recent theories of inte lligence have arisen from an information process-
ing perspective. Sternberg's (1 977) componential theory of inte lligence is one 
example. A component , in this conception , is an e lementary information process 
that may be class ified by its function and level of generality. Higher order 
process ing similar to general factor notions of intelligence are referred to as 
metacomponents in Sternberg's system. Other authors approaching the concept 
of inte lligence from an information process ing view include Hunt (1978), Pel-
legrino and Glaser (1 979), and Snow ( 1979). 
The issue of the extent to which intelligence is inherited began as well with 
early British theorists (Galton , 1883) who strongly supported the view that 
intelligence represented an innate ability. Relying heavily on the evidence from 
twin studies, the work of Burt ( 1940) and others supported a strong inherited 
component. More recently , some writers (e .g., Anastas i, 1976) have pointed to 
difficulties in twin studies and the many environmental influences on cognitive 
performance have rece ived more emphasis. 
Early notions of intelligence as largely perceptual and sensory (e .g . , Galton , 
1883) led to tests, measuring perceptual skill s (e.g . , Cattell , 1890) . However, 
the more successful efforts to assess intelligence often arose in more practical 
than theoretical contexts. For example, Binet (Binet & Simon, 1905) tried to 
assess skills that would identify children who would have difficulty in a regular 
French school context. His efforts and other later assessments were often suc-
cessful in the sense of identi fying performances that related to other similar 
performances and predicted important subsequent school behaviors. Analyses of 
the results of most educationally related ability tests produced empirical evidence 
for general factors across types of performances consistent with many theories of 
intelligence . However, the evidence did not prov ide any resolution to the the-
oretical debates and , in fac t, there was often little connection between the the-
oretical concerns and the development of intelligence and ability tests des igned 
for practical use. An exception is the recent Kaufman Assessment Battery for 
Children (Kaufman & Kaufman , 1983) in which the theoretica l notions of fluid 
and crystalli zed inte lligence are applied. 
Today we view the results of inte lligence tests as showing what a person can 
now do based on learning and experience (i.e . , a developed ability) without the 
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implication of permanence or heredity it once held (Anastas i, 198 1). We know 
such scores relate to many significant events from educational to job perfor-
mance. We know that what is effecti ve, competent functioning differs in some 
ways from cultu re to culture and may differ qualitatively at different develop-
mental levels. We know that some theori sts still focus on a single, general 
concept of intelligence but many other consider instead more specific abilities. 
And we know that measures we now have, though quite effi cient and pred ictive, 
only approx imate the construct we conceptually describe. 
Distinctions Between Achievement and Ability 
These descriptions of achievement and abi li ty, though suggesting the educational 
content relatedness of the former and the more psycholog ically theory-based 
character of the latter, still g ive only hints of the similarities and di fferences 
inherent in measures of the two concepts. Yet there have been reasons to dis-
tinguish ability (inte lligence, aptitude) from achievement for as long as there 
have been standardi zed tests , and conceptually the distinctions go back much 
farther. The constructs have been distingui shed historically in terms of the re la-
tionsh ip of each to heredity (i .e., the measurement of innate capac ity versus the 
measurement of learned accomplishment) . Currently , however , most writers 
recognize now that this distinction is largely inappropriate because both types of 
measure reflect current attainments learned though a variety of experiences . 
Another distinction often made concerns the use to be made of the in formation 
(i .e., to predict future performance versus to assess past learn ing). Yet another 
di stinction involves the nature of the sk ill s measured (i .e . , generalized skill s 
usually involving reasoning versus specific knowledge of information in particu-
lar content areas) . Finally , di stinctions have been made abo ut the length of time 
required to learn the sk ill and the site of the learning with ability tests measuring 
skills learned over longer periods of time from many types of learning experi-
ences with achievement tests measuring sk ill s learned in shorter time periods, 
primarily in school. Anastasi (1976) and Cronbach (1970) described aptitude and 
achievement tests as falling at different locations on a continuum with the con-
tinuum re fl ecting the nature of the sk ill s, source of the learn ing, and time of the 
learning period. 
Many (e.g., Cooley & Lohnes, 1976) have noted that one cannot re ly on a 
label on current tests to di stinguish the types of sk ills, because many current 
ability tests ask for spec ific factual knowledge or spec ific instructed skill s where-
as many current achievement tests include questions requiring general reasoning 
ski lls and application of knowledge to new domains. The distinctions have 
become increas ingly fuzzy as cognitive psychologists have directed attention to 
knowledge structures in specific content fields such as mathematics , reading, and 
science as typified by G laser's (1981) examples of potential contributions of 
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cognitive psychology to psychometrics. Thus, although there are many concep-
tual di stinctions that can be made between achievement and ability , there re-
mains considerable confusion , especially in relation to current test content. 
Mess ick (1984) suggested that we begin directly with the constructs not with 
the poss ibly contaminated content of current tests. What do we and should we 
mean by the concept of educational achievement and that of educational ability? 
According to Mess ick , ( 1984), 
Educational achievement refers to what an individual knows and can do in a 
specified subject area. At issue is not merely the amount of knowledge accumulated 
but its organization or structure as a functional system for productive thinking, 
problcm solving, and creati ve invention in the subject area as well as fo r further 
learning (p. I). 
Mess ick goes on to develop the idea of the organization or structure of knowl-
edge as follows: 
A person' s structure of knowledge in a subject area includes not only dec larat ive 
knowlcdge about substance (or information about what) , but al so procedural 
knowledge about methods (or in formation about how) , and strategic knowledge 
about alternati ves for goal-setting and planning (or information about which , when, 
and poss ibly why ). 
Achievement is thus viewed as a knowledge structure and contrasts with ability 
which may be conceptualized as a process structure, a relatively stable conste ll a-
tion of psychological processes (Mess ick , 1982b) developed over time through 
learning into "a coherent set of habit skill s, knowledge, conceptual develop-
ments, and tactical and strategic ' know how' " (Cattell , 197 1, p . 3 19) or , in 
in formation process ing terms, as assembly and control processes (Snow, 1980) , 
fun ctioning much like subroutines or prior assemblies in computer terms. 
Not all writers agree with th is dual formulation of achievement as knowledge 
structure and ability as process structure . Ebel (1969, 1974, 1982) described the 
knowledge structure similarly to Mess ick 's definiti on, but did not di stingui sh the 
ability or process structures fro m the knowledge structure. In fact , Ebel seemed 
to argue that we have tended to call too many of the higher leve l achievements 
abilities when they are, in fac t , a crucial part of achievement . He was espec iall y 
concerned that we not leave to the achievement construct only lower level factual 
acquisition. Anastas i ( 1976, 1980 , 198 1) treated achievement within the notion 
of developed abilities and described achievement and ability within a continuum 
from recent , more fac tual, school-based performance (achievement) to longer 
term, high level, more generalized performance (ability). 
In spite of the complex ities in di stinguishing abilities and achievements in 
practice, at this point it seems useful to accept the viability of aspects of both 
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constructs with several reservations: (a) that we not relegate achievement to 
acquisition of facts and leave the complex accompli shments to the ability do-
main; (b) that we retain the learned nature of each; and (c) that we remain willing 
to mix the two constructs in our measurement efforts because we cannot measure 
achievement without ability being reflected nor ability without achievement in 
one or many domains. 
Ability and achievement can be conceptualized as a matri x, with the knowl-
edge structure in a content area (i.e., achievement) crossed with more general 
process structures (i .e., abilities) . Such a matri x structure illustrates the concep-
tual distinction but also their interrelated nature when measured . Measurement 
occurs then as tasks are presented involving one or more than one ce ll in the 
matrix. When we assess fac tual recall we are at an in fo rmation level on the 
achievement dimension and perhaps the memory level on the ability dimension. 
For high levels of achievement a person is presented with tasks requiring the 
higher levels of the knowledge structure called achievement and using advanced 
processes called abilities . Any educational perfo rmance can then be viewed as a 
combination of exerc ising a portion of a knowledge structure (i .e., achievement) 
and certain portions of a process structure (i .e., ability). 
Research is occurring in many content areas d irected toward defining the 
knowledge structure in each area. Although Bloom's ( 1956) taxonomy prov ides 
one type of general terminology that could be used to define the knowledge 
structure in a variety of subjects, most recent work seems quite speciali zed for 
the particul ar content domain and suggests a unique knowledge structure defini -
tion for each subject. For example, structures have been proposed for several 
subject areas (Glaser , 198 1). 
The ability structure is the focal interest of many current cognitive and infor-
mation process ing theorists. It may be defined by elemental to higher order 
information processes or components or in traditional terms such as memory , 
reasoning, etc. The ability dimension of the matri x is less content spec ific and 
one definition of the ability structure is likely to be useful in a number of 
cognitive content areas. 
Even with such a cursory look at this conceptuall y complex area several 
features are clear: 
I . Both achievement and ability as described here have tremendous educa-
tional signi ficance and can even be characteri zed as the ultimate goals of educa-
tion in terms of developing knowledge structures (achievement) and process 
structures (abilities) in students. 
2. Both structures as described include high level cognitive activities and 
build upon lower level ones. 
3. Both ari se through learning often over a substanti al period of time. 
4. The two structures are intricately interrelated and each relates to the ac-
compli shment of the other. 
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Implications of the Constructs for Education. A first implication in the 
consideration of these constructs for education is the importance of high level 
cognitive accomplishments in an adequate description of educational attainment. 
Although educators have long endorsed the importance of higher levels of learn-
ing such as reflected in Bloom's taxonomy , there have sometimes been demands 
to teach and test at lower levels of information and skill acquisition . With 
requirements for evaluation , people have tried to measure those things that can 
be taught successfully and to demonstrate that success in a short time by focusing 
on precisely definable and immediately observable instructional objectives. 
There are indications of renewed concern for higher leve ls of learning. For 
example, public attention is now directed to concerns with excellence at the 
secondary education level (National Commiss ion on Excellence in Education , 
1983; Boyer, 1983). With concern for excellence at the high school level, it 
seems like ly that concern with higher cognitive structures will occur. 
A desirable direction for education is to move toward greater concern with the 
instruction and the assessment of higher level educational goals whether we ca ll 
them comprehension , analysis, and evaluation as Bloom did , or knowledge 
structures with terms specific to each of the content domains. With such higher 
level goals, it will be necessary to address process structures as well as knowl-
edge structures. It would likely be possible to address the development of process 
structures more directly educationally with such a focus. At these higher levels 
there may be diagnostic educational purposes for which we will wish to dis-
tinguish achievement from ability in order to ass ist student development or to 
predict future behaviors in which more general process structure accompli sh-
ments will be useful. 
Finally , we would profit educationally from a better understanding of ability 
and achievement constructs, how they are distinguished, and how they work 
together. As one examines Messick's ( 1973, 1982, 1984) theoretical notions of 
knowledge structures and process structures, the interrelationship of the two in 
the learning process and their intermixing on many present day tests becomes 
eas ier to understand. However, the distinction is likely not an essential one for all 
time and all places. In education , particularly , as we better understand knowl-
edge structures in various subject areas and study such things as word decoding, 
semantic access, sentence processing, and discourse analysis in reading or error 
patterns in mathematics and common misunderstandings of physical principles 
(Glaser, 198 1) , we may find achievement and abilities mixed together without 
loss in the mixture. The proper goal here is not clear and complete separation-
like ly an impossible goal- but better understanding of the interrelat ion and how 
tests reflect both . This understanding may help us concentrate more explicitly in 
the educational process on both the high level knowledge structures indicative of 
important achievement in a fie ld and on the process structures that are developing 
through learning experiences as well. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL DIRECTIONS- USING COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGY 
In thi s section the focus is on one major technica l development that holds the 
promise of a revolution in educational testing- computerized testing. Of course , 
the notion of computerized testing is not new. What makes it potentially revolu-
tionary today is that it has become practically feasible with small computers 
linked to TV screens in essentially every school in the nation . 
In thi s section , three major areas in which computerized testing may revolu-
tionize testing are addressed. The revolution seems more certain to occur in the 
first of the three areas and seems desirable, if not certain , in the latter two . The 
three areas are: 
I . Use of computers to handle clerical functions of administering tests (e .g., 
presenting stimuli , recording answers), scoring tests, and reporting results back 
immediate ly to students and teachers. 
2. Use of computers for adaptive testing so that each individual is tested with 
different questions depending on previous responses. 
3. Use of computers to develop entirely new types of questions involving 
more complex stimuli and responses which affect additional st imuli . 
Computers As Clerks 
Clerical functions have always been one of the strengths of the computer. Today , 
with computers in nearly every classroom, it seems virtually certain that clerica l 
functions of manag ing instruction , keeping track of student progress, presenting 
and scoring practice and drill , and presenting and scoring tests will become 
commonplace within 10 to 20 years. Of course , there are complex ities in accom-
plishing this goal (e.g., compatibility of different machines in the same school, 
sales and ownership of computer-based instruction and testing) but the complex-
ities seem small compared to the opportunities for more efficient classroom 
operation in a form like ly to be accepted by schools . 
Adaptive Testing Via Computer 
Throughout its hi story , standardized testing has been locked into fixed tests in 
which all individuals took all items regardless of their performance. Because one 
gets more information about an individual level of performance by testing near 
that person's performance level it was necessary for tests to have a wide spread 
of item difficulty when used with groups with broad spreads of performance 
levels . Hence, the better performers had to answer many questions too easy to 
provide much information on them and the poorer performers had to answer 
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many questions too hard to help much in locating their performance level. Thus, 
in a 100 item test , maybe only 30 to 50 items were giving much information with 
respect to each individual. 
Two things were needed to give each test taker the right 30 to 50 items: (a) a 
statistical procedure to guide the selection of which items to give each individual 
and to produce a final score on a scale comparable to the scores others taking 
different items would receive, and (b) hardware to record the individual' s re-
sponse to items, perform the analyses for the next item choice, and present the 
next item to the test taker. Item response theory has provided a needed stati stical 
procedure and today 's minicomputers and microcomputers provide the hard-
ware . 
Adaptive testing provides the opportunity not only to assess more effic iently 
the global achievement and ability accomplishments we now assess but to probe 
adaptively into the misconceptions underlying errors made to previous questions. 
The opportunities of fitting in such information directly into instruction are 
exciting indeed . 
New Item Types by Computer 
In thi s area we have only begun to tap the surface of the possibilities for develop-
ing entirely new item types. However, some poss ibilities can already be envi -
sioned in the types of complex stimuli that are being presented in the arcade and 
home video games and in the poss ibilities for studying problem solving strategies 
or perceptual processes in learning . 
A VIEW OF THE FUTURE 
One of the rewards of preparing a paper on future directions is the license it gives 
for sharing one's own images of a future time. I am taking that license here to 
describe to you what I think educational achievement and ability testing might be 
like by about the beginning of the 2 1st century. What I do here, however, is to 
combine those events which I fee l confident will occur with some about which I 
have considerably less confidence. Although to some th is may be an uncomfort-
able vision, I view it pos itively with many opportunities for better education. 
We begin thi s fantasy by entering an elementary school classroom. What 
strikes us first is that on every child 's desk is a small computer and screen and at 
several locations in the room are large screens visible to the whole class . The 
teacher is talking to a group of 10 youngsters about soc ial studies and uses the 
computer at hand to call up a short film strip on one of the large screens to 
illustrate a point. As the lesson ends, each child activates his or her own comput-
er and is given questions over the material covered that day . When a mistake is 
made, a hint is given and the child tries again and each student may rece ive a 
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different set of questions depending on earl ier answers. The student also types in 
short answers to some questions. While this group of students moves on to 
lessons on sc ience or art, the teacher calls up a display of the results of the 
children's performance on the questions asked, which includes an error analyses 
identifying particular children with incorrect conceptions or misunderstandings 
of the content. The results are summarized by various levels of knowledge from 
acqui sition of facts to higher levels of learning with categories appropriate to the 
content area- the type of learning we used to ca ll comprehension and applica-
tion. Today's lesson was near the end of a unit and had more questions in the 
comprehension and application categories although several weeks ago the em-
phasis had been more on facts. For students who perform poorly on these higher 
levels, several special activities were suggested. The teacher notes which topics 
or activities to review the next day. Tomorrow the students will first review 
today 's material, then hear from the teacher , then answer some questions over 
the ent ire unit. 
While this lesson was going on, three students sat with headphones on, 
operating computers at their desks. These students were drilling on multiplica-
tion facts and since each differed in the way they learned these facts from other 
children (i .e. , perviously they were called learn ing disabled) , they were receiv-
ing auditory as well as visual stimuli as well as hints when they made mistakes 
and words of encouragement for correct answers . These three students had been 
identified as having difficulty learning the math facts in the usual way and had 
been given a special diagnostic procedure to identify process structure difficul -
ties. Problems in visual memory had been identified and these students were 
receiving training to use their more effective auditory memory systems to com-
pensate for the visual memory problems. After 10 minutes of this drill, the 
teacher call ed up the results for the three students separately. The computer 
report indicated how many facts they attempted , answered correctly, and the 
prominent errors. 
That even ing at home, each chi ld would contact the school computer to get a 
report on that day's activities for the parents. These reports indicated each 
student's progress and areas needing special work and described the chi ld 's own 
individual homework assignment based on the day's performance. The parents 
could receive a special message from the teacher or leave one for the teacher for 
the next day. 
Meanwhile the principal, with several classes at this grade, wishes to check 
on the children's progress in sc ience in each classroom and call s up a summary 
report by classroom. Several times during the year the principal must report to 
the superintendent on the students' progress in all major content areas for sharing 
with the school board. Those reports will be due in 2 weeks and this check is to 
insure the students are on track. That report to the school board will include 
norm-referenced information on the students' standing in relation to students 
nationally but will require no special testing. Instead it uses particular questions 
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from the student' s regular daily and end-of-unit review questions administered 
by the computer . This report is organized as well by categories within the 
knowledge structure showing both information acqui sition and higher levels as 
well . In addition , however , the test report from the computer notes that certain 
higher leve ls are not covered well by the computerized procedures and re fers the 
principal to projects and reports evaluated by the teacher as a supplement to the 
computerized segment. 
A mile away in the high school building, two juniors were preparing to begin 
their college admission tests . The school princ ipal connected one to Princeton for 
the College Boards and one to Iowa City for the ACT using a voice identification 
procedure to identify the caller and begin the process . Both students took adap-
tive tests in the major areas of high school achievement required for college as 
defined slightly di fferently by two major commissions . Both would have been 
called achievement tests in the 1890s although there was a mix of process 
structures in the content areas of concern . Because of the ir adaptive nature , the 
basic survey tests required on I Y2 hours to complete compared to 3 hours in years 
past. The remaining time was spent by the student preparing short written re-
sponses to questions requiring high levels of cognitive functioning in the content 
areas . Immediately, the survey scores would be transmitted along with the short 
answers to the colleges of the students' choice . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Fantasy as ide, it is an exciting time for educational achievement and ability 
testing with tremendous opportunity through technology to become not an add-
on process done exclusively for evaluation or accountability reasons but an 
integral part of the instructional process much as homework ass ignments and 
ditto sheets now are . Once computerized we can then se lect the relevant informa-
tion about students ' performance fo r those evaluation and accountability pur-
poses too , choos ing the part of the information best suited to those uses . But even 
those functions become an ongoing monitoring process that can support the 
instructional enterpri se, not a separate once a year event. 
Even with these advances all our problems will not , however , be solved . It 
seems like ly that classrooms of the future will involve primaril y the fa mili ar 
multiple choice format or open-ended vers ions which produce machine sCOl'able 
answers even though we would wish to see many new item types as well. T here 
will continue to be difficulty assess ing many important educational goals. Per-
haps the ultimate advantage of the technology is that, if correctl y programmed , it 
can remind us of those areas not measured well in the system and requiring 
special teacher instructional attention and evaluati on through other means. 
In conclusion , it should be noted what the successful implementation of such 
a system will involve. As an integral part of the instructional system , its pro-
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gramming will require as much educational theory as psychometric theory. We 
will have to spend as much or more time learning how to ask questions to help 
children learn as in assessing their learning . The largest focus of our attention 
will be on achievement testing even though we may explicitly include under that 
label those ability processes involved in learning and accomplishing content 
domains . Educational testing with a predominant ability focus will occur on a 
smaller scale in a diagnostic mode and will result in educational prescriptions. 
Teachers will study testing , not as a separate subject, but as part of instructional 
methods. Teachers will be trained to spend their time considerably less on 
classroom management and drill and considerably more on activities related to 
higher levels of learning. 
Let's hope we're up to the tasks ahead. 
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